Fish Directory

1: Sunset Grill
2: Clark Island, TYC
3: Wilson Boat House
4: Clarks Park
5: Wilson Free Library
6: Village of Wilson
7: Wilson Town Hall
8: Wilson Middle/High School

Art students responsible for creating the fish are: Lindsay Schmidt, Renee Farley, Stephanie Purgarich, Audrey Wagner, Kiersten Simmons, Megan Buzzard, Madeleine Kemp, Maggie Beresheski, Emmett Dinse, Anthony Taravella, Jackson Rotella, Faith Herlan, Isabella Schultz, Emily Kelly, Matthew Couturier, Gerry Price, Joe St. Onge, Raechel Blasius, Julia Seidler and Mitchell Peck. Alumni include: Jeff Dabill, Marley McCormick, and Lisa Kurilovich. Additionally, Marcella Walk and Troy Chiappone created the Schooling Fish website and brochures. Supervising the students were Art teachers Brian Baker, Chad LaFever, Emily Morrissey, Lynn Bewley and Vicki Taylor, with assistance from library media specialist Maureen Mahar. District grant writer Charles Jufer, also pursued grant opportunities to help fund the project.